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io-medical engineering is an emerging research topic since this topic should combine

experts in medical field and engineering field. Instead of computing lots of bio-medical
images without the opinions from medical doctor, this paper was published through the
effort that cooperated by experts in medical field, signal processing, optical physics. By
integrating the knowledge from different disciplines, the captured bio-medical images can
provide medical information to assist doctors in diagnose patients. Prof. Sun in molecular
image center developed a system that is capable of taking snapshot of humans’ tissue through the technology of
optical virtual biopsy, so we are able to analyze lots of bio-medical images to supply variety information to
medical doctor.
In Figure 1 (a), it is an image that displays a snapshot of human’s skin in epidermis layer, and doctors usually
analyze the ratio of nuclei-to-cytoplasm (NC ratio) as an index of the status of subjective.
For current analysis, NC ratio is usually performed manually; however, manual approach will suffer from several
subjective problems, e.g. the mental state of examiner, doctors might make distinct decision when their experience
are different, etc.. On the other hand, with the help of Prof. Sun, lots of data could be captured fast and multiple
sampling-locations of one subject are also allowable; i.e., data size of to-be-analyzed data is too larger to handle
them manually. Consequently, this paper present an automatic cell segmentation algorithm to evaluate NC ratio of
each subject. The proposed algorithm consumes about 5 to 15 seconds to segment one image and the evaluated NC
ratio could achieve the comparative results to manual evaluation. Moreover, with the professional sight of medical
doctors, this algorithm could be used to establish a system that is capable of measuring the state of subjects. Figure
1 (a) displays the original bio-medical image of health subject; Figure 1 (b) shows the indicated cells, including
nuclei (white color) and cytoplasm (cyan color); Figure 1 (c) delineates the boundary of cytoplasm and fills out the
nuclei on Figure 1 (a).
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Figure 1 Experimental results of automatic cell segmentation algorithm
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